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Abstract 
Currently we are still seeing a flood of hype to implement BYOD in different ways also in higher 
education. This paper presents Metropolia’s current plan for the future PC-classroom, as well as some 
data behind decisions about the future. The paper also presents the challenges that we currently face 
and how we plan to cope with them.  
Do you really know how the computers of your organization are used? Are your PC-classrooms in all 
the wrong places at wrong times and also wrong size AND of course never with the software resources 
needed? 

1. Introduction 
Metropolia’s need to optimize its resource usage has changed, as the Finnish financial climate has 
changed. At the same time we are looking for new ways to use the students’ own devices for their 
studies. 
The change in universities shouldn’t be driven only by IT-departments as it will also require changes 
in teaching. The outcome will be sum up of multiple things. 
We have to know our current status to make decisions about the future of the environment. We have 
collected data about how our computers have actually been used, and the data shows the problems 
with environment which is too stationary. Walls limit us. 

2. The Past, reality check of usage 
The collection of the usage data started in the beginning of 2012. Graphics shown in link are from the 
scholar year 2012-2013: https://metrodvd.edu.metropolia.fi/kaytto/index-2012-2013.html 
The analysis is based on certain measurement weeks, one in each of the four periods that we have in 
our university. The selected weeks were so called full study weeks, meaning that there are no 
holidays or any other breaks affecting the usage in that certain week. 

How to interpret the graphics, for example Leppävaara campus, period one: 

https://metrodvd.edu.metropolia.fi/kaytto/usagehourly/ety-period1-avg-graph.html 
We calculate the sum of all logons and logouts for all the classroom computers. Based on that data, 
an average login count (upper graphics) and an average usage time (lower graphics) on one computer 
in one classroom are calculated. The list on right shows the name of the classroom, the amount of 
computers in that classroom and the amount of event events stored during that period. 
The highest average login count (22,86) was measured from classroom B137 with 14 computers, and 
lowest true value (4,28) in B311B with 25 computers. The highest usage hour count was measured in 
A1150 with 31 computers and the lowest (5,43) in classroom B311B. 

Additionally we have the so called TopLess statistics, showing the situation in the whole university. 
Top25 usage, all four periods separately 
https://metrodvd.edu.metropolia.fi/kaytto/usagehourly/all-top-25-periods-avg-graph.html 

https://metrodvd.edu.metropolia.fi/kaytto/index-2012-2013.html
https://metrodvd.edu.metropolia.fi/kaytto/usagehourly/ety-period1-avg-graph.html
https://metrodvd.edu.metropolia.fi/kaytto/usagehourly/all-top-25-periods-avg-graph.html


Less25, all four periods separately  
https://metrodvd.edu.metropolia.fi/kaytto/usagehourly/all-less-25-periods-avg-graph.html  

3. Current situation 
When analyzing the current usage and resource reservations, we are able to say that the normal usage 
of the computers is far too low. By only looking the timetables we do not see the reality. The room 
resource calendar might be full of teaching, but the size of the group is not optimal as the usage of 
the computers is low. Also we have PC-rooms that are not used. BUT when reading the feedback from 
students, they always complain that there are not enough PC. 

  
Figure1. Less25 period 1, study year 2014-2015 
Figure2. Classroom P214 reservations period 1, study year 2014-2015 
When talking with the teachers about the classrooms, they say that the PCs are in wrong places, not 
free when needed, with wrong software etc. We also recognize that we have challenges in creating 
schedules for students which is also affecting resource reservations. 

4. The future 
In the future we cannot be totally locked to fixed classroom. In our vision we have a PC classroom 
which has a small amount (4-8) traditional fixed PC’s, lot’s extension cords on the tables for the 
student’s own devices, and automated laptop lending machines in the lobby for those whose laptops 
are broken, stolen or left at home. This is the best way to try to ensure 100% usage for the computers 
in the PC classroom.  
Another challenge is to provide the same study environment for the students regardless of the device 
they use for their studies. We are currently testing the VMware View environment to do that. 

 
By providing the environment centrally, we try to minimize the time used for fixing potential problems 
with BYOD-devices. Some teachers are afraid that their teaching time would be spend as acting IT-
support. So our task is to try to maximize the ROI for the hardware, as well as maximize the study 
outcome by providing the same good quality study environment to the students on their own devices. 
However, we must not forget the reality, where we still need so called design classrooms with big 
monitors, classrooms with special connected hardware, or any other need coming from teaching. 

I predict that the amount of PCs is not going to drop dramatically in any HEI, as we need them for 
our staff and teachers, in laboratories and design classrooms. PC’s are not going to disappear from 
our system for a long time. 
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